
 

 

 

 

A statement of solidarity with the Sahrawi masses in the occupied territories 

following the attacks of the Moroccan occupation forces, 13 February 2021 

The occupied territories are witnessing an increase in the repressive attack by the 

Moroccan occupation forces against Sahrawi civilians, especially after the Moroccan 

regime violated the ceasefire agreement on November 13, 2020 and the return of war to 

the region.  As it deliberately besieged the Sahrawi militants inside their homes in what 

looks like house arrest and attacks on Sahrawi activists and militants, as is the case for 

the home of "Sid Ibrahim Khaya ". .  

It is noteworthy that the occupation authorities launched campaigns of repression and 

intimidation among the militants, as they stormed the homes of each of « Bu Hala family 

« and arrested their son"Ghali Bouhla", and the « Boutasoufra family », and arrested 

their son, "Muhammad Nafeh Boutasoufara". 

Also this morning, the occupation authorities intervened barbarically on the house of 

the family of "Sid Ibrahim Khaya" and attacked the two activists, "Sultana Sid Ibrahim 

Khaya" and threatened her , as she was seriously injured at eye level  and wounded  

«  Lwaara Sid Ibrahim Khaya" at the mouth level. 

We are in the group of nonviolence in Western Sahara, as we denounce the Moroccan 

state’s continued oppression, arrest and intimidation of Sahrawi citizens in the occupied 

territories, and in light of all this, we announce to national and international public 

opinion the following: 

 

 

 



 

 •Our unconditional solidarity with all of the activists, “Sultana Sid Ibrahim Khaya” 

and “The Waara Sid Ibrahim Khaya” against the grave assault they were subjected to 

this morning . 

 •Our demand for the immediate release of "Ghali Bouhla" and "Mohamed Nafeh 

Boutasoufra" as well as all Sahrawi political prisoners in Moroccan prisons . 

 •Our appeal to the International Committee of the Red Cross for the necessity of 

immediate and urgent intervention to protect Sahrawi civilians from the oppression of 

the Moroccan occupation forces after the Moroccan occupation regime violated the 

ceasefire last November 13th. 

 •We held the Moroccan state fully responsible for all the grave violations committed 

against unarmed Sahrawi civilians. 
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